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Story

AN ACTION-PACKED LOVE STORY WITH POWERFUL IMAGES

Imagine, you have to fight for your life every day.

Imagine, your opponent is invincible.

Imagine, you get too close to him.

Imagine, you fall in love with him.

The Percents are soldiers who’ve been created for the Third World War; they have now gained control over

the whole world and enslaved the humans. Rebel clans are trying to live outside the system. 20 year-old Joy

is fighting on their side against the powerful regime. But then she falls into enemy hands and is forced to

realise that humanity can be found even among these supposed monsters. And yet more...

• a very talented German author with great potential

• Dark Canopy is a love story in a dystopian setting, with strong and interesting protagonists, written in her

unmistakable style.

• the sequel is due to be published early in 2013.
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Jennifer Benkau

Jennifer Benkau was born in 1980 in the neighbourhood of Cologne, where she still lives with her husband,

three children and two cats. After spending her childhood days hammering stories out on a typewriter, she

no sooner grew up when she fell promptly into a deep sleep, like Snow White, that lasted for ten years, until

one stormy night, she was kissed by her first idea for a novel and awoke. From that moment on, there was

no holding her.

More titles by this author

Marble Kiss Far from Heaven Dark Destiny
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